Context matters in curriculum reform: an analysis of change in surgical training
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Abstract

Introduction

Education and training reforms are typically devised by accreditation bodies and rolled out nationally. This top-down approach is positioned as contextually independent, yet context is highly influential in shaping the impact of change. Given this, it is critical to consider how curriculum reform plays out as it meets local settings. We have therefore used a national-level curriculum reform process of surgical training, Improving Surgical Training (IST), to examine the influence of context in IST implementation across two UK countries.

Methods

Adopting a case study approach, we used document data for contextualisation purposes and semi-structured interviews with key stakeholders across multiple organisations (n=17, plus four follow-up interviews) as our main source of data. Initial data coding and analysis were inductive. We followed this with a secondary analysis using Engeström’s second generation activity theory nested within an overarching framework of complexity theory to help tease out some key elements of IST development and implementation.

Findings

The introduction of IST into the surgical training system was historically situated within a landscape of previous reforms. IST’s aims collided with existing practices and rules, thus creating tensions. In one country, the systems of IST and surgical training came together to some extent, mostly due to processes of social networks, negotiation, and leverage nested in a relatively cohesive setting. These processes were not apparent in the other country, and instead of transformative change, the system contracted. Change was not integrated, and the reform was halted.

Discussion

Our use of a case study approach and complexity theory deepens understanding of how history, systems, and contexts interact to facilitate or inhibit change within one area of medical education. Our study paves the way for further empirical work examining the influence of context in curriculum reform, and thus determining how best to bring about change in practice.
Introduction

Medical education and training depend upon standardised systems to ensure uniformity in the quality of learning experiences and minimise diverse outcomes when delivering healthcare. Postgraduate training curricula, standards, and reforms are typically devised by accreditation bodies and rolled out nationally in a ‘top-down’ approach. These aim to ensure that, for example, a surgical trainee’s (resident’s) experience of training in one location should, broadly speaking, be similar to that of another trainee at the same stage of the same training programme in another department, hospital, and region.

This ‘top-down’ approach can be described as contextually independent, yet context is highly influential in purposefully or unintentionally shaping outcomes of curricula and/or curriculum reforms. It is useful to pause here and consider what we mean by context. Context is what forms the setting, encompassing factors including location (e.g., country, institution, department), culture (e.g., how things are done around here, cultural norms), what is experienced and what people bring to bear on their surroundings (social and relational). Context is dynamic, ever-changing and unpredictable because of the interaction between these different components.

Some authors have acknowledged the implicit role of context in curriculum reform, but context has rarely been examined in curriculum reform processes. The few studies that have been carried out suggest that differences in affordances and resources (contextual factors) impact on the implementation of change and the divergence between the intended curriculum reform prescribed by top-down policy makers and that which is actually carried out/implemented can be attributed to context.

Given this, it is critical to look at how curriculum reform plays out as it meets “the local context of resources and policies and affordances during implementation”. Only by doing so can we start to understand why curriculum reform often results in repetition of sameness with little actual change.
Moreover, curricular policy enactment is not usually accompanied by explicit guidance on how it can be enacted in local settings.\textsuperscript{13} Instead, those tasked with implementing curricula “on the ground” are left to identify opportunities and negotiate challenges.\textsuperscript{14,15} This is no easy task, particularly in the postgraduate sphere given the well-recognised tensions and plurality of voices in organisations which are simultaneously responsible for healthcare delivery as well as the education/training of future generations of healthcare professionals.\textsuperscript{2,16}

Thus, and to address recent calls in the literature to examine how standards are implemented and operationalised in different contexts,\textsuperscript{1,6} our focus is to examine the enactment of a national level surgical training curriculum across different settings. Specifically, and informed by Ellaway et al.’s\textsuperscript{2} analysis of the impact of a national competency-based medical education initiative in family medicine, our aim was to examine what local enablers and inhibitors seemed to be influential in how reform was enacted in different settings. In doing so, we position this paper within the wider conversation in the literature about health professions education curriculum reform.\textsuperscript{14,17–23} We sought inspiration from empirical studies using theoretical frameworks to understand the role of context in curriculum reform.\textsuperscript{11,24–26}

We used a case study approach\textsuperscript{27,28} to draw attention to the interaction between the phenomenon under study, in this case the implementation of the Improving Surgical Training (IST) curriculum across the UK, and the diverse settings in which IST was enacted. Drawing on Bates and Ellaway\textsuperscript{6} our interest was in the interaction between the contexts of: (surgical) education; the structures and processes, culture and values of the health care institutions in which IST was rolled out; and the influence of physical, or more precisely, geographical context.

Our specific research questions were: what is the influence of context in the implementation of a curriculum reform of surgical training, and how were any enablers and inhibitors within contexts negotiated to achieve curricular goals? By producing a theoretically framed and rich description of the complex contextual influences involved in an example national level curriculum reform, we hope to stimulate reflection of ongoing or planned reforms in any context, to extend knowledge and encourage a new focus of empirical research on this topic.
Methods

This research is nested in a wider explanatory, qualitative case study examining a national-level curricular reform of surgical training – Improving Surgical Training (IST) – launched in 2018. We took a case study approach to enable us to carry out an in-depth investigation of the implementation of IST, to understand and acknowledge the influence of context while being of general value.28

The study was underpinned by social constructionism, acknowledging that reality is produced through interchanges between people and objects and shared activities, with knowledge and the individual embedded within history, context, culture, language and experience.29 This position aligns with Merriam’s27 approach to case study methodology.

We drew on publicly-available documents to inform the research focus and to contextualise the interview data.30 The documents helped us understand the historical context of surgical and medical education and training reforms,31-33 to appreciate the scale of the problems within UK surgical training,30,34,35 and to orientate us to the IST recommendations.30 We then used semi-structured interviews to examine the views of key stakeholders – individuals with specific knowledge and understanding of the reform plan and implementation strategy – regarding the processes of the reform over time, and how this may have differed between two countries within the UK.

Setting

Our context was UK surgical training (residency), specifically the first two years of postgraduate surgical training which follow the two-year generic Foundation Programme, which in turn follows medical school. This initial stage of surgical training, known as Core Surgical Training (CST), aims to give trainees a broad exposure across different surgical specialties.

Improving Surgical Training (IST) was developed as a UK-wide initiative to improve the quality of CST via emphasis on daytime training over service, improved supervision and trainee-trainer relationships, wider use of simulation as an adjunct to clinical training, and the use of allied health professionals to reduce the clinical service burden on trainees. IST was first funded on a pilot basis, and this opportunity to pilot was taken up by Scotland (where CST is managed at a countrywide level) and various sites in England. Evaluations of the Scottish and English pilots were commissioned separately. The rationale for, and history of, IST and who is involved in the management and
oversight of surgical training in the UK are considered more in depth in relation to the data within the results section of this paper.

Participants

We used the publicly-available IST proposal document\(^30\) and team knowledge to identify senior representatives of the various IST stakeholder groups (Table 1), including but not limited to the statutory healthcare education and training bodies in Scotland and England, the surgical Royal Colleges, and the UK-wide surgical trainee associations. The main researcher directly contacted prospective participants, who were purposely recruited through email invitations sent between June 2020 and March 2022. We also asked participants to assist us in identifying other potential informants, snowball sampling.\(^36\) Two email reminders about the study were sent.

Data collection

We developed a semi-structured interview schedule\(^37\) informed by the IST document and associated publications\(^{30,38,39}\) the wider literature on surgical training, informal discussions with those involved in planning and implementing IST, and data we had collected from trainees and trainers as part of the wider programme of study.\(^40\) Interview questions were designed to explore participants’ perceptions of the IST curriculum and its implementation across the UK (See e-Appendix A). The interview schedule ensured consistency, but interviews were iterative and continued until the individual participant felt that they had shared their experiences sufficiently. AS conducted all interviews virtually via the Microsoft Teams platform.

The first round of interviews (n=17) was carried out between June 2020 and May 2021. Participants had been involved with various stages of IST (both planning and implementation [n=8], planning only [n=5], implementation only [n=4]), and they represented a total of 11 organisations involved in CST nationally or at a country-specific level. Most participants were men (n=15), reflecting the well-documented gender imbalance at senior levels of UK surgical education.\(^41\) Table 1 provides an overview of the participants.

Following the announcements in 2022 that England ceased recruitment into IST and that Scotland intended to continue IST as business-as-usual, we conducted follow-up interviews with some of the key stakeholders who had already participated in the first round of interviews (n=4). Two
participants each from Scotland and England were purposively selected on the basis of their senior roles within surgical training in the respective countries, as well as their UK-wide perspective with regards to IST. The follow-up interviews took place in March-April 2022.

Data analysis

Interviews were digitally audio-recorded for later transcription, providing 634 minutes of interview data (median interview duration: 40 mins, range: 25-56 mins). Participants were anonymised during the transcription process. Transcripts were entered into the qualitative data analysis software NVivo v12.0 (QRS International Pty Ltd, Doncaster, Victoria, Australia) to facilitate data management and coding. Initial analysis was inductive and iterative, to identify patterns in the data.42

We were struck by the many references to context (e.g., the health service in which surgical training is delivered, specific local structures) and the history of medical/surgical education in the data. Given this, we then used the theoretical resources of Engeström43–45 nested within an overarching framework of complexity theory46–48 to help us tease out some of the key elements of IST development and implementation.

Complexity theory has many interpretations.48–50 However, in essence, all complexity approaches attempt to understand the dynamics of systems where the whole is more than the sum of the parts, a result of the interactions over time of players, key events and actions, the system, and the variability of local conditions. Seeing curriculum reform through a complexity framework provides an epistemology for understanding the interactions between structures and people. It opens the door to considering uncertainty, interaction, unpredictability, and non-linearity, and how things adapt (self-organise) and evolve (emerge) over time.46,47

Bearing in mind that complexity theory is general and abstract,51 we used it as a conceptual framework to focus our attention on examining interactions, adaptations and unexpected events in the process of IST implementation. We then used cultural-historical activity theory (AT), specifically Engeström’s second generation AT to operationalise complexity theory.43,44 AT has previously been used to understand tensions and outcomes amongst multiple stakeholders after curricular reform implementation.24 However, we know of no other research where AT has been used as a framework for understanding the complexity and dynamism of national-level curriculum development and implementation processes.
In the AT framework, the system (in this case core surgical training and not the individual) is the unit of analysis. The system is multi-voiced, with different positions within the system for different participants; surgical training involves trainees (residents), trainers (consultant surgeons), and many different organisations, such as the Surgical Royal Colleges and healthcare organisations. All these participants and the system itself carry histories and rules such as memories of previous reforms, constraints in implementing change, etc. Where networks of different systems exist e.g., the numerous bodies and organisations involved in surgical training in the UK, the voices are multiplied. Systems can only be understood against their own history and context, and contradictions or tensions within an activity system can lead to change and development. Finally, contradictions can come together and enable systems to transform (expansive learning) or to collaboratively problem-solve challenges (knot-working).

We had confidence in this combination of complexity theory and AT as it has been used in other studies of change processes in medical education e.g., surgical simulation, peer assisted learning, cross-cultural application of problem-based learning.

Reflexivity and rigour

Qualitative research is dependent on the relationship between the researcher and the research process. We considered our positions and relationships with the data continually and critically in view of our different inter-disciplinary backgrounds (psychology, pharmacology, and medicine [surgery]), different levels of knowledge and experience of education, training, and research. For example, as a surgical trainee from another UK country who took time out of training to do a PhD, AS was both an insider (‘emic’) and an outsider (‘etic’); external to Scotland’s healthcare system but an insider in terms of being a surgical trainee and having knowledge of training within the NHS.

AS undertook all the interviews to ensure continuity. The research team continually reviewed and discussed the patterns that emerged during the inductive data analysis. Credibility was ensured through triangulation of data sources (stakeholder interview data, document data and comparison with data from the wider case study involving trainees and trainers in which the current work was nested). The study protocol was adhered to throughout with regards to participant recruitment and data collection and data management.
Ethics

The host University’s Research Governance team and the host NHS provider’s Quality Improvement and Assurance Team classified this study as a National Evaluation Audit (project number 4945), thus exempting it from ethical approval. However, we followed core ethical principles: obtaining written, informed consent from potential research participants that their (anonymised) responses could be used for research purposes, that participation was voluntary, and that participants had the right to withdraw at any time.
Findings

We focus on providing a rich description of the influence of context in implementing IST. To do so, we have drawn on publicly available documents describing the organisation of surgical training in the UK, then brought in the interview data to illustrate particular aspects of context. In activity theory terms, these can be broadly described as historical context, multiple overlapping systems, contradictions, and change (or not as the case may be).

Historical context

IST was not the first reform of UK postgraduate medical education in recent history. Those interviewed referred back to earlier reforms, particularly the shift from apprentice-style learning to structured training (“Calmanisation”)\(^1\), and the Modernising Medical Careers (MMC)\(^59\) reforms that ushered in national selection and competency-focused, time-based training programmes.\(^60,61\) Both the Calman and MMC reforms were applied across all specialties in postgraduate medical training in a “top down” approach led by the General Medical Council (GMC). The implementation of MMC was still remembered, not favourably, by participants: “… go back to 2007-2008 time when MMC came along, where it all went down like a lead balloon” (SH16).

Both MMC and the European Working Time Directive led to changes in surgical training hours and organisation of training delivery that resulted in shift working and loss of the surgical “firm” or team\(^62\) and reduced operative exposure.\(^63,64\) The move to shift working was also considered to have contributed to poorer trainee-trainer relationships and widespread dissatisfaction amongst surgical trainees,\(^65,66\) particularly in the first two years of surgical training:

“They weren’t getting training opportunities… the 2014 GMC [General Medical Council] survey clearly showed that a) the surgical trainees were the most unhappy, b) those in core were the most unhappy... it was this inflexibility in training, it was the fact that early years’ trainees were being used and abused inappropriately” (SH15).

Together these factors contributed to declining competition ratios for surgical training posts.\(^67\) Thus, there was increasing concern amongst those charged with assuring and delivering surgical training in respect of how best to re-balance service-training tensions, and best support the surgical workforce of the future.
IST was a surgical-led response to both these issues and to the Shape of Training report recommendations.\textsuperscript{30,38} This report recommended that the initial period of (all) specialty training was to be broad based, with interconnected themes between specialties set out by common clinical objectives.\textsuperscript{33} IST contained 26 recommendations aimed at improving the quality of training experience, including adapting rotas to enhance training delivery during daytime hours and providing trainers with dedicated time to deliver training.

Although IST was led from within surgery, the key programme stakeholders were wary of negative reactions from the surgical community towards any curriculum reform proposals because “MMC was a big bang; all change on the same day approach, and surgery was allergic to that approach” (SH08). Thus, they took a more cautious approach to implementation, emphasising the need for early engagement with healthcare providers, trainers, and trainees: “… to drive sustainable change in training, you need engagement... If people don’t understand what they’re trying to do, they’re not going to do it, and you’re certainly not going to drive any sort of real sustainable change” (SH17).

**The multi-voiced systems of surgical education and training**

There were many different organisations involved in surgical education and training in the UK (see Setting and Figure 1). Additionally, training is organised differently between the different UK countries (Figure 1 and Table 2). Although publicly available information gives an overview of these structures, it is necessary to understand the context(s) of IST implementation. For example, the GMC regulates the continuum of medical education and training across the four UK countries of Scotland, England, Northern Ireland, and Wales. The surgical Royal Colleges (of which there are four, namely England, Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Ireland) set the surgical curricula and provide support to workplace-based surgical education. Surgical curricula are decided upon by each (Surgical) Specialty Advisory Committee (SAC) within the Joint Committee on Surgical Training (JCST, an advisory body to the four Royal Colleges of Surgeons in the UK and Ireland), with input from specialty-specific surgical associations. However, the delivery and governance (meeting the quality standards) of surgical training is devolved to other organisations – NHS Education for Scotland (NES) and Health Education England (HEE) (Figure 1 and Table 2).
Contractual partnerships between NES/HEE and healthcare education providers in the NHS (Health Boards in Scotland and Trusts in England) dictate delivery of curricular requirements by the latter. The Surgical Specialties Training Board (SSTB) within NES and the 16 regional Postgraduate Schools of Surgery within HEE are each specifically tasked to ensure that the regional Health Boards and the regional hospital Trusts respectively deliver the expected surgical training standards. A specialty-specific Training Programme Director (TPD) is responsible for all trainees in their region. The TPD is accountable to the Chair of the SSTB in Scotland or the Head of School of Surgery in England. AT provides a framework for understanding this complexity (Box 1 and Figure 2).

...Box 1 and Figure 2 about here...

IST was to be implemented across these myriad systems:

“All these different people, different regulators, statutory education bodies, colleges, all these different bodies, everyone with stakes but all differently responsible for different parts of it... it’s really difficult, especially to drive change when it’s needed” (SH17).

and was implemented differently in each. Scotland opted for a nationwide approach involving all CST posts while England recruited specific hospitals as pilot sites. One reason for this was the number of trainees in each country: “... [Scotland] do not have the same volume of trainees that England does ... so trying to do it in a piecemeal fashion in Scotland was bonkers ... so that’s why we decided actually it’s just better to try and do it pan-Scotland” (SH15).

If the differences were due solely to the number of trainees, then it would be simple. However, there was more to it than that. The health system in Scotland appeared to be more cohesive and manageable than that in England: “[Scotland] are a unified health system in that all the pieces of the machinery move in concert ... whereas down south [in England] ... ** was having to negotiate with individual trusts ... I don’t know how many hundreds of individual trusts there are [in England], but I mean that’s a horrendously challenging ask” (SH04).

Moreover, there was a sense of more linkages between systems and across boundaries in Scotland. For example, NES convened an IST working group in 2017 comprising consultant surgeons with extensive experience of delivering CST across Scotland. Tasked with delivering and monitoring the initial three years of the pilot and facilitating faculty development, members of the working group...
felt “inclusive in the whole process … it’s like your own baby project” (SH09). That the group membership remained unchanged for five years was seen to provide IST with credibility that promoted buy-in from providers, trainers, and trainees:

“The key thing that made things happen in Scotland were the commitments of the IST working group, to have all the core trainees [into IST posts], and to have a champion and lead for the programme to work with the TPDs, the medical directors … that I think helped to win the hearts and minds argument” (SH10).

This contrasted with the situation in England where the complex organisational structure of HEE was reported to be a source of “a huge amount of frustration” (SH04). There was also a distant working relationship between HEE and the Heads of School of Surgery – employees who are the regional effector arms for implementing HEE’s strategies (in this case IST): “there wasn’t really engagement with the Heads of School of Surgery when the IST project was initially conceived” (SH13).

Systems within systems

A consequence of the previous reforms led to one of the big considerations in IST – aligning two separate, but overlapping systems of different training pathways within surgery; those of “uncoupled” and “run-through” training posts (see Ribeiro69 for more information on the rationale behind these separate systems). Trainees in uncoupled posts (denoted by CT1/CT2) undergo competitive recruitment for entry into the Higher Specialty surgical training programme of their chosen career specialty upon successful completion of the two-year CST programme. Meanwhile, trainees in “run through” posts (denoted by ST1/ST2) do not apply for higher specialty training; they are recruited directly into a seven or eight-year training programme of their chosen surgical specialty.

This historic arrangement “created a lot of animosity between the IST steering group and the various SAC [Specialty Advisory Committees]” (SH06). Concerns were reported about run through training perceived to be “a sort of back door route” (SH12) into higher specialty training. As “the criteria from the GMC to make sure the quality of what was coming out [of IST] was the same, if not better” (SH16), participants reported the need to enhance the performance review process, commonly known as the Annual Review of Competency Progression (ARCP), for all IST trainees. However, “you cannot put in place an enhanced ARCP process for one cohort of trainees even in the context of the
“There was anxiety about ensuring the standard of trainees on this programme [IST], which was believed to be untried and untested... [we] needed to have some form of assessment before they were allowed to progress” (SH16).

Benchmarking required run-through trainees to undertake the same competitive recruitment process as uncoupled trainees simply for quality assurance purposes. As the former had already secured a training post in their higher specialty training programme, subject to satisfactory annual review, there was naturally an associated concern about possible “consequence bias”, whereby benchmarking run through trainees might not approach the process with the same rigour as uncoupled trainees for whom it was critical to career progression.

Contradictions

Although IST made 26 recommendations for improving surgical training: “a lot of the things IST asked them [healthcare education providers] to give were things that core trainees were already meant to be receiving” (SH01). There was thus a sense that IST had reinvented the wheel or represented what was necessary to ensure delivery of good surgical training. Yet this was necessary because of the tensions between service and training in an overloaded healthcare system where trainees/residents are central to service delivery and education takes second place to service. The challenge was how to do so without stretching the system further and asking trainers and local systems “to do more and deliver more [education] without [resourcing] more” (SH01)? The “Extended Surgical Team (EST)” was proposed as a sustainable model “to reduce the ‘service’ component of junior doctor’s work”[30](p19); “by reducing commitments to shift working there will be more time spent learning and being trained during daylight hours”. However, there was an issue: not all localities had a well-provided EST, and NES and HEE were not committed financially to further developing EST. Thus, healthcare organisations were reluctant to engage with this core IST recommendation “because it’s perceived as being an extra expense in order to free up surgical trainees” (SH13).

Systems contracting rather than transforming

IST attracted political attention such that “the politicians made a big song and dance... they trumpeted that they were financially supporting this exciting opportunity to improve surgical
training” (SH04). Consequently, “a lot of centres [local healthcare providers] said they could deliver certain rotas, certain elective daytime training... some places are doing it, [but] a lot of places over-promised because they were under political pressure” (SH08).

To address this, healthcare management and the relevant government authorities worked together to put forward two ways they could ensure healthcare education providers fulfilled their commitments. The first was through amendment of the contractual agreement:

“...there’s a new one just come out which is slightly more punchy... it clearly demonstrates the obligation to make sure that there is time for educational and clinical supervisors to oversee trainees” (SH16),

and the second through provision of monetary incentives: “it all comes down to money to fund the stuff” (SH16). In Scotland, government funding was specifically assigned to alter educational supervisors’ job plans, so they had more time to meet with and supervise their trainees. Participants felt this initiative was “laudable, but in practical terms, it’s difficult to see that translate [into] those consultants’ job plans” (SH14) due to the tensions between service and training (“the educational supervisors are also trying to deliver cancer waiting time targets and large outpatient waiting lists ...” (SH04)) and the priorities of local healthcare education providers (“their mindset is often that’ll take them [the supervisors] away from service and service delivery” (SH10)). In Scotland, NES approached the Directors of Medical Education in the Health Boards “and pretty much told them it was an instruction because the Scottish Government had put the money there and told us to get on with it” (SH04). However, the reality was that job plans were not changed, and supervisors had no more time to spend with their trainees than before the IST pilot. Consequently, as of 2022, the additional funding made available for educational supervision in consultants’ job plans was scrapped.

**Destructive rather than generative change**

The political attention given to the Shape of Training report and IST placed stakeholders in surgical training “under some pressure to get on with it” (SH16). However, in October 2021, three years into the pilot and following an independent evaluation by a commercial consultancy,71 England announced they would cease recruitment into IST as of 2022 while Scotland decided to continue with IST as business-as-usual. Although participants noted that Scotland’s geography and organisational structures were better suited to implementing the IST pilot, other systems factors seemed to contribute to England’s decision to stop IST.
One of these factors was the relationship between “the people that are responsible for delivering education and training in the workplace... de facto the Heads of School of Surgery” (SH13) and the organisation charged with delivery and governance of surgical training in England (HEE) (Table 2). Although HEE had signed up to IST, participants questioned whether this engagement extended to those on the ground. There was a perception of “lack of engagement forethought at the beginning” (SH13), leading to “a lack of trust between the Heads of Schools of Surgery and HEE” (SH04). Retrospective efforts to address this were not wholly successful: “HEE have realised that and are trying to bring them [the Heads of School of Surgery] more firmly into the centre [but] that tension has remained” (SH04).

As the proposal stage progressed to the implementation stages, participants reported a difference in the working groups between Scotland and England:

“[Scotland] kept the IST working group quite tight, and I think at most maybe a dozen members, whereas the group in England had upwards of 20 to 25 members, and it just became a little bit turgid” (SH04).

Leadership of the working group in England changed twice during its’ three-year lifespan, and change leaders were reported to have “struggled quite a lot for a year or two getting political engagement” (SH08) because “there was pushback from some Heads of Schools because they weren’t convinced it was going to make any difference” (SH16). Participants reported the irony of this resistance from the Heads of School of Surgery given the description above of events between HEE and the Heads of Schools of Surgery in the paragraph above.

England’s pilot approach to IST implementation was also reported to attract a lot of “blanket negatives before evaluation has occurred” (SH16). “People want to get this up and running and a success... (claps hands as if dusting off)... jobs a good’un” (SH01). IST in England was not thought to be “a quality improvement project... an iterative process to see what we can learn from the pilot” (SH10) but rather “we have a solution; we will now make everything fit [around it]” (SH01). Thus, tensions within the system(s) led to the loss of engagement with change implementation.
Discussion

We set out to contribute to the understanding of change following a national-level curricular reform by investigating how this reform was enacted on the ground in two of the four UK countries (Scotland and England). Applying activity theory, and assuming all elements within the system are interconnected, we identified that the introduction of IST into the surgical training system collided with existing practices and rules, thus creating tensions requiring the surgical training system to transform. Conflicts and tensions in and around educational systems are inevitable and can be an impetus for improvement and renewal. However, they can also inhibit change. In one country, the systems of IST and surgical training came together to some extent, mostly due to processes of social networks, negotiation, and leverage nested in a relatively cohesive context. These processes were not apparent in the other country, and instead of transformative change, the system contracted. Change was not integrated, and the reform was halted. The one example of expansive learning we observed – benchmarking for run through trainees – constituted one point of equilibrium. However, it was not an endpoint and, in itself, did not lead to transformation.

The data also illustrated that curriculum reforms do not take place in isolation; they are historically situated within a landscape of reforms that shape current systems and contexts. The antecedents of IST such as Calmanisation and Modernising Medical Careers coloured attitudes towards IST. While this history may not have actively inhibited change per se, it did influence how IST was initially received, bringing in tensions from the outset – tensions which arguably were not adequately addressed in one of the two contexts.

As Engeström points out, change and development imported from outside and implemented from above fail due to resistance from people and the systems themselves. In the framework of activity theory, those on the ground in the Scottish context engaged with IST, taking the initiative and “knot-working” to try to shape IST into their current work practices (e.g., via the IST Working Group, additional payments for educational supervisors). On the other hand, the “potential for agency, for intentional collective and individual actions aimed at transforming the activity” was not apparent in the English setting. Instead, there was resistance from many training providers – a different manifestation of agency.
Other findings from this paper resonate with previous research identifying that curricular reforms are plagued with differences in implementation across different contexts. This may be due to poor stakeholder involvement, tensions between service and training stemming from different stakeholder positions, organisational cultures inherent to individual organisations, and/or financial constraints. The current study made use of natural opportunity to directly compare contexts to demonstrate how differing systems within one country can influence outcomes.

The historical context of recurring curriculum reforms within UK surgical training suggests the system is “captive on the carousel”. Traditional apprenticeship training fostered generalism. Subsequent reforms (Calman in 1999 and MMC in 2003) promoted specialism. However, within a decade of MMC, there were renewed calls for generalism. This ‘flip flopping’ between curricular aims has been observed in other contexts.

Within the medical education literature, curriculum reform evaluations typically employ linear models of change, report single stakeholder views, or are merely descriptive rather than evaluative. On the other hand, our study focuses on understanding and representing complexity, thus moving reports of curriculum reform away from judgements of the merit or worth of a particular reform to an illumination of the iterative process.

The aim of this study was to explore the perceptions of key stakeholders in the early years of curricular reform implementation. Given contexts are prone to dynamic, non-linear change and complex adaptive systems such as surgical training evolve and self-organise in response to change. Longer-term follow up is needed to assess how far IST has evolved (or adapted) from the original proposal. For example, we noted that the one example of expansive learning we observed – benchmarking for run through trainees – did not lead to transformation. Given time, this change may well have an observable impact.

Our case study approach, gathering data from multiple stakeholders’ views and formal documents, allowed us to explore the complexity of rolling out a curriculum reform across different contexts and systems. We appreciate that knowing who is ‘speaking’ in the results section might have assisted the reader in making sense of what is being argued and the position of the different participants. However, as the surgical community in the UK is small, giving some of these details
would make the participants identifiable. Our use of complexity and activity theory helped with conceptual generalisability, but of course any one (or two) theoretical lens(es) will shine light only on certain aspects of the data. A criticism of AT is that it is descriptive, lacking explanatory power, which restricts theory development. This may be the case, but its' value lies in focussing on illuminating context issues, understanding dynamic forces and conflicts.

We chose to paint a broad picture rather than reducing the data to themes. Our rationale for this was two-fold. First, to encourage reflection – we urge readers to reflect on how context can influence reform efforts, both purposely and unexpectedly, within their own activity systems. Second, this approach helped show that curriculum reform does not occur in historical or contextual isolation.

Moreover, our study provides empirical evidence for the three ways in which context works, as conceptualised by Bates and Ellaway (see Introduction): (i) the top-down approach to IST implementation assumed equivalence between institutions (context as coincidence), (ii) persistent tensions between service and training impacting on the implementation of job plans, additional supervisor funding (context as mechanism), and (iii) the differences in outcome upon implementation between Scotland and England (context as outcome). Exploring context using a theoretically informed systems approach allows those tasked with undertaking reform to see the “bigger picture”.

IST was implemented in 2018 and our main data collection took place in 2020-2021, in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, with only the follow-up interviews carried out post-pandemic. Perhaps the phenomena described in this paper would have been different at another time: we have no way of knowing. What we do know is that systems adapted rapidly in response to the uncertainty. However, the short-term and long-term impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the IST curriculum reform may be worthy of further evaluation.

Finally, although our context was the UK, curriculum reform in postgraduate medical education and training happens globally. Every educational change will be set within its own history and systems, structures and processes, and culture and values. While there may be some specific practical lessons
from our results for those involved in curriculum reform in other contexts – e.g., keeping the working group to a manageable size and preserving continuity of leadership, or promoting the change as iterative – we conclude the deeper and farther reaching lesson is the need to consider change in all its complexity, and report on this rather than simple evaluations of satisfaction with change.
Conclusion

This case study responds to calls in the literature to examine how educational standards are enacted in local contexts. Our use of a case study approach and complexity theory deepens our understanding of how history, systems, and contexts interact to facilitate or inhibit change within one area of medical education. Our study paves the way for further empirical work examining the influence of the “dark matter of context” in curriculum reform, and thus determining how best to bring about change in practice.
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Figure 1: Illustration demonstrating the complexity of reforming surgical curricula within the healthcare settings of Scotland and England. The large blue circle denotes Scotland while the large red circle denotes England. Abbreviations: NHS – National Health Service, NES – NHS Education for Scotland, SSTB – Scottish Surgical Training Board, IST – Improving Surgical Training, JCST – Joint Committee on Surgical Training, HEE – Health Education England, GMC – General Medical Council.

Figure 2: Core surgical training as an activity system. Abbreviations: CST – Core Surgical Training, ARCP – Annual Review of Competency Progression, GMC – General Medical Council, JCST – Joint Committee on Surgical Training, NES – NHS Education for Scotland, HEE – Health Education England, TPD – Training Programme Director.
The object of core surgical training (CST) is to deliver the set curricular competencies to trainees (the subjects), to produce competent surgeons (the outcome). The CST community comprises the stakeholders outlined earlier (trainees, trainers, those involved in the various surgical and medical education organisation). The CST system is governed by rules (e.g., curricular standards from the GMC, the Gold guide (https://www.copmed.org.uk/gold-guide)). Delivery of the various components of training (e.g., curriculum delivery, recruitment, assessment) is delegated to groups within the community (division of labour). The activity of CST is mediated by tools (e.g., portfolios, logbooks, and resources used in simulation-based teaching and learning) which are used to achieve the desired outcome (competent surgeons). In short, there are many systems involved in surgical training with myriad layers and actors. Although different, these systems are closely networked and connected: some systems are nested within others, others overlap in terms of their remit, and many people active in one system are also active in other systems (e.g., having a role on the SSTB and being a consultant surgeon).
### Table 1: Participant demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Clinician grade at time of involvement with IST</th>
<th>Remit of role within surgical training</th>
<th>Stage(s) of involvement with IST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SH01</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Trainee</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH02</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Planning + implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH03</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH04</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>Scotland (UK)</td>
<td>Planning + implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH05</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH06</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH07</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>Planning + implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH08</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH09</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>Planning + implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH10</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>Planning + implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH11</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>Planning + implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH12</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Trainee</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH13</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>England (UK)</td>
<td>Implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH14</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>Planning + implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH15</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>Implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH16</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>Planning + implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH17</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>Implementation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Summary of the similarities and differences in the Core Surgical Training programmes in Scotland and England

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statutory body overseeing CST</th>
<th>Scotland</th>
<th>England</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NHS Education for Scotland (NES), accountable to Scottish Government</td>
<td>Health Education England (HEE), accountable to the Department of Health and Social Care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of regional programmes</td>
<td>2; East of Scotland and West of Scotland</td>
<td>16 (also referred to as Deaneries or Schools of Surgery)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximate annual intake (no. of trainees)</td>
<td>47–54</td>
<td>498–515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain of command within the training programme</td>
<td>1. Postgraduate Dean 2. Chair of the Surgical Training Board 3. Training Programme Director (TPD) 4. Deputy Training Programme Director</td>
<td>1. Postgraduate Dean 2. Head of School of Surgery 3. Training Programme Director (TPD) 4. Deputy Training Programme Director</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>